
CONCERNING CONVERGENCE OF CONTINUED FRACTIONS 

DAVID F. DAWSON 

1. Introduction. For convenience we shall say that the continued 
fraction 

Co C1 C2 
F(c, d) = do + - - -

d1 + d. + da + ... 

with sequence of approximants {F.} has property (A) means there 
exists a complex number fI such that each of the sequences {Ft _ 1 } 

and {Ft.} contains an infinite subsequence convergent to fl. Here, 
c denotes the complex number sequence {cp};'-o and d denotes the 
complex number sequence {dp } :-0' When we speak of F(c, d) con-
vergent absolutely at least in the wider sense we shall mean that 
there exists a positive integer n such that the continued fraction 

C .. -1 c.. C,,+1 
dn- 1 + -- -- --

d.. + dn+1 + dn+2 + . . . 
converges absolutely. It is our purpose in this paper to present the 
results of a study of these properties and to apply these results to 
questions of convergence of continued fractions. As a consequence of 
this investigation we are able to obtain convergence criteria which 
sharpen several known theorems. Letf(a) denote the continued frac-
tion 

1 a1 as aa 
1+1+1+1+· .. 

One of our results in connection with absolute convergence at least 
in the wider sense may be stated as follows: If the even (odd) part 
ofJ(a) converges absolutely at least in the wider sense, the odd (even) 
part converges, and lim lis. I = ao (lim 11s_11 = ao), then the series 
l:1 hi. I (the series l:1 hl _ 11) converges and 

lim sup I h1 + ba + ... + b2_1 I < ao 
(lim sup I b2 + b, + ... + h2.1 < ao), 

where h1=1, bp+1=1/ap bp , p=1, 2, 3, .. " and Jp is the pth ap-
proximant of J(a). This result is used to show that if there exists a 
sequence {'.} ;'-1 of nonnegative numbers such that 
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H\ 1 + ai\    ̂    I «i| ,

(1.1)       r21 1 + «i + «21   à   | ö2 | ,

f91 1 4- aP-i + aP |   ^ Vp-21 öp-i I  + I aP I i   P = 3,:i, 5, • - - ,

with actual inequality holding eîiAer in the first relation or in the

second, then either some ap = 0 and f(a) converges, or else no ap = 0

and the divergence of the series S|£>„| is necessary and sufficient

for the convergence of/(a). Lane and Wall [3] required actual in-

equality in both of the first two relations of (1.1) in case no ap = 0.

2. Lemmas. Let g(b) denote the continued fraction

1        1        1

bt + b2 + b3 + ■ ■ ■ '

Our notation in connection with/(a) and g(b) is as follows. If fp and

gP are the pth approximants of f(a) and g(b), respectively, then

fp=Ap/Bv and gp=Cp/Dp, where

A0 = 0, ^4i = 1, Aq+1 = Aq + aqAq-U

Bo = 1, B\ = 1, Bq+i = Bq + aqBq-i,

(2.1) q = 1,2,3, • ...

Co = 0, Ci = 1, C3+i = bq+iCq + Cq-\,

Do = 1, Di = bi, Dq+i = bq+iDq + Dq-i,

We note that if p is a positive integer, then

«102 ■ • ■ a„

f*i-f,= (-l)p—-— ' if bp> Bp+i * °>
Bp+iBp

(2.2)

a\a2 ■ ■ ■ av
fV+2  - fp -   (-1)* —-— I if  5P+2,  5,  ^  0,

£>p+2i5î,

1
fc+i - «p = (-l)p ——— » if -Dp+i, J>p H 0,

i/p+ii/p

gp+1 - gp_i = (- 1)«h-i    ^        ,      if ZW Dp_i * 0.
Dp+iDp-i

If &i = l, dp^O, &p+i = l/öp&p, £ = 1, 2, 3, • • • , then g(b) is equivalent

to f(a) in that the two continued fractions have the same sequence of

approximants. From (2.1) and (2.2) we have:

Lemma 2.1. If the even (odd) part of f(a) converges and some ap = 0,

then f(a) has property (A).
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Lemma 2.2. If F(c, d) converges absolutely at least in the wider sense

and Cp^O, £ = 0, 1, 2, ■ • • , then for some positive integer k, one of the

series _£(*>*> \Fp+i—Fp\ and £(P>*) | l/Fp+i— 1/FP\ converges,

where l/F, = 0 if F¿= ».

Proof. The lemma will follow if we can show that if i is a positive

integer and the continued fraction

Ci CiA-i

(2"3) ¿¿ + ^ + 7- +
«í+1 T ai+2 T   '   '  '

or its reciprocal converges absolutely, then the continued fraction

Ci—1 Ci

(2.4) di_l +
di  + di+i + • • •

or its reciprocal converges absolutely. Obviously, (2.4) converges

absolutely in case the reciprocal of (2.3) converges absolutely. Since

the reciprocal of a continued fraction converges absolutely in case

the continued fraction itself converges absolutely to a value distinct

from zero, we need only consider the case that (2.3) converges ab-

solutely to zero. In this case we see that the reciprocal of (2.4) con-

verges absolutely since c.-i^O.

3. Results. We shall make use of a formula of Wall [ó] which ex-

presses the fact that ap+î is a cross ratio of four successive approxi-

mants of f(a). Specifically,

(3.1)    —ap+2(fp — fp+i)(fp+i — fp+t) = (fp — /jM-i)(/j>4-2 — fp+s)>

if Bp, Bp+i, Bp+2, and Bp+Z are distinct from zero. This formula fol-

lows from (2.2). Our first theorem is a slight extension of a theorem

of Wall [6, Theorem l].

Theorem 3.1. If the even (odd) part of f(a) converges and there exists

a positive integer k such that Bp¿¿0 for p>k, then f(a) has property

(A) ¿« case f(a) is partially bounded, i.e., in case lim inf|a„| < *>.

Proof. If some ap = 0, then/(a) has property (A) by Lemma 2.1.

Suppose no ap = 0, {/2j)} converges to v, but f(a) does not have prop-

erty (A). Then there exists a positive number R and a positive

integer Ni such that if p>Nu then |/2p+i — v\ >2R. There exists a

positive integer A^ such that if p>N2, then \ftp—v\ <R. Let

A^=max [k, Ni, N2]. Suppose p>N. Then

|/2p+i —»|   â  I/2JH-1— 7«j»|  + [/«*— "|   < \fsp+i~/s»|  + P

< | /»-+! -/*»I   + \f*p+i-v\/2,
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and so  \f2p+i — v\   < 2\f2p+i — f2p\, and similarly

I /äp+1 — v\    < 2 | f2p+\ — f2p+2 | .

Hence by (3.1), if q>N, then

|   a2q+2(f2q — f2q+2)(f2q+l  — fiq+i) I     =     I   (f2q   — f2q+l)(f2q-r2   ~ fîq+s) \

>    I /üí+1  "»M fîq+3  -   V |  /4,
and so

I hq+l  -   » I    I fiQ+3   -   V |

<  4 | «25+2 |    | /a» — /25+2 |   [ | /Wh - » |    +   | f2q+Z — V | ].

If we divide both sides of this inequality by the larger of |/25+i —z>|

and I/25+3 — v\, we find that J? < 41 <x23+21 \fiq—f2q+2\- Similarly
i?<4|a2g+3| I/29+2— fîq+*\ • But this is impossible if f(a) is partially

bounded and {/2p| converges. Hence the theorem is established for

the case that we have considered. A similar argument can be used in

case {/îp-i} converges.

As an application of Theorem 3.1, we consider the following. Sup-

pose the inequalities (1.1) hold. It has been shown [4] that Bp^0,

p = 0, 1, 2, ■ • • . Thus if some ap = 0, then/(ö) converges [5, p. 26].

Suppose no ap = 0. It is known [4; 3] that {/2P-i} and {/2p} converge

at least in the wider sense and if ri|l+Ci| >|öi|, then {f2p} con-

verges, and if r2| 1+01+02! > | a^|, then {/2p-i} converges. We shall

suppose here that actual inequality holds either in the first relation

of (1.1) or in the second. If we impose the condition that f(a) be

partially bounded, then we see that the conditions of Theorem 3.1

are satisfied with one of the sequences {/2P-1} and {f2p} convergent

and the other convergent at least in the wider sense. But f(a) has

property (A) and consequently must converge. Hence we have:

Corollary 3.1a. If the inequalities (1.1) hold with actual inequality

in the first relation or in the second, then f(a) converges if f(a) is par-

tially bounded.

This result extends or includes the following theorems of [4]:

Theorem 3.3, Theorem 3.4, and Theorem E.

Corollary 3.1b. If the even (odd) part of f(a) converges and the se-

quence {ap} is bounded, then f(a) has property (A).

Proof. Suppose the even part of f(a) converges. If there exists a

positive integer k such that J^p^O for p>k, then/(a) has property

(A) by Theorem 3.1. Suppose no such k exists. Let M be a number

such that \ap\ <M, p = 1, 2, 3, • • • . Let i be an odd positive integer

such that Bi = 0. Then by (2.1),
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-Bi+i = Bi + a,5¿_i — aiBi-i,

Bi+i = Bi+i + ai+iBi = Bi+i,

and we see that a.-^O, J5,_i?¿0, and Bi+i5¿0, for if any one of these

quantities were zero, then we would have two consecutive B's equal

to zero and the even part of f(a) could not converge. Hence by (2.1),

Ai+2 = Ai+i + ai+iAi,

Ai+2/Bi+2 = ^4;+i/.B,'+i + ai+iAi/Bi+i,

/l,+i = Ai + a¡Ai-U

Ai+i/Bi+i = Ai/Bi+i + Ai-i/Bi-i,

and so

I Ai+2/Bi+2 - Ai+i/Bi+i\   < M\ Ai+i/Bi+i - Ai^i/Bi-i\ .

Since this inequality holds for infinitely many values of i, we see that

f(a) has property (A). A similar proof can be used if we assume that

the odd part of f(a) converges. Thus the corollary is established.

Theorem 3.2. If the even (odd) part of f(a) converges absolutely at

least in the wider sense, the odd (even) part converges, and lim |/2p|

= oo (lim |/2P-i| = °°), then the series ^j\b2p\ (the series X)|è2p-i|)

converges and

lim sup | ¿>i + b3 + ■ • • + b2p-i |   < oo

(lim sup | b2 + bi + • • • + b2p \   < <x> ),

where bi=l, bp+i= \/apbp, p = \,2,3, ■ ■ ■ .

Proof. If some ap = 0, then/(a) has property (A) by Lemma 2.1,

contrary to hypothesis. We shall prove the theorem for the case

that the even part of f(a) converges absolutely at least in the wider

sense, etc. The other case is similar. We shall consider the continued

fraction g(b) which is equivalent to f(a). We observe that since

| Cp+iDp—CpDp+i\ =1 for all p and lim |/2p| = °°, then there exists

a positive integer Ai such that if p^Nu then C2j>?i0. If p>Nu then

|   1//2P+2  —   l//2p |     =    |   D2p+2/C2p+2  —   D2p/C2p |
V    *    / III I

=    | b2p+2 I / | C2p+2C2p I  .

There exists a positive integer A^2 and a positive number k such that

if p>N2, then D2í,+i5¿0 and either C2p+i = 0 or | l//2p+2—l//23)+i| >£

and | l//2p— l//2p+i| >k. Let A7'=max[Ai, N2]. Suppose p>N. If

C2p+i^0, then

, . k  <    \   l//2p+2 —   l//2p+l |     =    |   D2P+2/Ü2P+2 —   D2p+l/C2p+l \

=   1/ I  C2p+2C2p+l |   ,
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and so | C2P+2C2p+i| <\/k. Thus

I 1 — C2p+2/C2p |   =  | Ô2P+2C2P+1C2P+2/C2PC2P+21

=    I   l//2p+2  —   l//2p I    I  C2p+lC2p+2 I

<   (l/k)\   l//2p+2-l//2p|.

By Lemma 2.2 the series 2~2<.p>x) | I//2P+2—l//2p| converges and so

the series ^(P>.v) 11 — C2p+2/C2î,| converges, since if p>N and

C2p+i = 0, then 11 — C2p+2/C2p| =0. Thus by Lemma 2.1 of [l], the

series 2~l\C2p — C2p+2\ converges. Therefore by (3.2) there exists a

positive integer i and a positive number M such that if p>t, then

\b2p+2\ ̂ M\l/f2p+2—l/f2p\. Thus the series 2^L\b2p\ converges. Sup-

pose p>N and C2p+i¿¿0. Then from (3.2),

I   V/äp+2 —   l//2p I     =    I  ¿>2p+2 I  / I  C2p+2C2p I

=    I  b2p+2 I    I  C2p+l|V|  C2P+2C2P+I I    I  C2p+lC2p|   ,

and from (3.3),

I   l/Ap+2 —   l//2p|     ̂    k2\  b2p+2\    I  C2p+l|2.

Thus the series 2Z|¿>2p+2| |C2p+i|2 converges. Using summation by

parts we note that if n>N, then

n

2-1     [C2P+I  —   C2p-lJ(l/C2p)   =   C2n+l/C2»  —  C2N-l/C2N
p-.V

n-I

+   2-1  C2p+i[l/C2p — l/C2p+2\,
P=N

and so

"-1 2

2-1   ^2p+i — C2n+i/C2n — C2n-\/C2n +   2-1   b2p-r2C2p+i/C2pC2p-r2.
p-N ¡^.N

From (3.3) and the fact that { C2pj converges to a point not zero [2],

we see that lim sup | C2p+i| < °°. Thus lim sup |èi+ • • • +¿>2p-i|

< 00, and the theorem is proved.

Since, in the proof of Theorem 3.2, after disposing of the case that

some ap = 0, we considered the continued fraction g(b) equivalent to

f(a) and made no use of the fact that no bp = 0, we have:

Corollary 3.2a. If {g2p} ({g2p-i}) converges absolutely at least in

the wider sense, {g2P-i}   ( {g2p} ) converges, and

lim |gí„|   = »   (Hm |g2p-i|   = °°),

then the series ^ | ¿>2P | We series 2~21 ̂p-i| ) converges and

lim sup j ôi + • • • + &2p-i I   < °° (lim sup \ b2 + • • ■ + b2p\   < »).
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Theorem 3.3. If the even (odd) part of f(a) converges absolutely, the

odd (even) part converges absolutely at least in the wider sense, and

lim |/2p_i| = °° (hm |/2p| = oo), then the series JI|&p| converges, where

6i=l, bp+i = l/apbp, p = i, 2, 3, ••• .

Proof. If some ap = 0, then/(a) has property (A) by Lemma 2.1,

contrary to hypothesis. We shall prove the theorem for the case

that the even part converges absolutely, the odd part converges

absolutely at least in the wider sense, etc. The other case is similar.

In [l] we showed that if the even (odd) part of f(a) converges ab-

solutely and the series 2^|&2p| (the series 2^|¿>2p_i|) diverges, then

f(a) has property (A). Thus for the case we are considering, the series

22|&2p| converges. The fact that the series X^2p-i| converges fol-

lows from Theorem 3.2. Thus the theorem is established.

As an extension of Theorem 2.4 of [3] we have:

Corollary 3.3a. If the even (odd) part of f(a) converges absolutely

and the odd (even) part converges absolutely at least in the wider sense,

then either some ap = 0 and f(a) converges, or else no ap = 0 and the

divergence of the series ^ \ bp | is necessary and sufficient for the con-

vergence of f(a).

As an application of this result we have:

Corollary 3.3b. If the inequalities (1.1) hold with actual inequality

holding either in the first relation or in the second, then either some

ap = 0 andf(a) converges, or else no ap = 0 and the divergence of the series

^2\bp\ is necessary and sufficient for the convergence of f(a).

Proof. Apply Corollary 3.3a after noting that one of the sequences

{f2p} and {/2P-1} converges absolutely and the other converges ab-

solutely at least in the wider sense.

This result extends Theorem 4.1 of [3] and our Corollary 3.1a.

We next consider a theorem concerning absolute convergence of

f(a). The basic idea is due to Lane and Wall [3].

Theorem 3.4. If there exist numbers k and M and a sequence

\pi}^=l of positive integers such that for each positive integer i, 0<pi+i

— pi<k and \aPt\ <M, then f(a) converges absolutely if the even and

odd parts of f(a) converge absolutely.

Proof. For simplicity assume that pi>2. Let N be a positive

integer such that if p>N, then Bp-2^0. From (3.1), if i>N, then

I /pi-2 — /pi-1 I    I fpi  — fp>+l I     =    I  aPi I    I /p¡-2  — fpi I    I /pi-1  — /p¡+l I  ,

and so,
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min[ | fPt-t - fpt-i | , | fPi - fpt+t | ]

g If1'2 max[ | /Pj_2 - fPi\,  | fpt-i - fpi+i | J •

Let |/8j-/îi+i|  denote min[|/pi_2-/pi_i|, |/Pi-/p,+i| ]• Then either

q_i = pi — 2 or qi = pi. Also let SPi denote

(1 + M^2)[\fPi^-fPi+1\ + ■■■+ |/„+1-i -/w+l+i| ]•

Clearly the series 2~2SPi converges. If p»—1 ¿j^pi+i — 2, then

I fi  — fl+l I     =    I ft  — f}+2 |     +    I fj+1  — fi+S |

I /ai+i-i — Jii+i+l I I Jfti+i      /si+i+i I

=   \fi~ fw\ +  • • • +   l/ii+i-i — /í.+i+i I
+ M"*[ | /pj+I_2 - fPi+l |   +   | /P(+1-i - /p,.Tl+1 | ]

á sPi.

Hence

I fpi-l  — fp< I    +    I fpi  — fpi+l I    +•■■+! /pi + i-2 — fpm-1 I     á   kSPi.

Thus we see that f(a) converges absolutely.

As an extension of Theorem 6.1 of [3] we have:

Corollary 3.4a. If there exist numbers k and M such that \ap\ <M

for the values of p specified in Theorem 3.4, and if the inequalities (1.1)

hold with actual inequality in the first relation or in the second, then f (a)

converges absolutely.

Proof. Follows directly from Theorems 3.1 and 3.4.
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